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What are you going to do here?
Today's sessions is all about exploration. Exploring a virtual, 360 escape room, exploring a framework for engaging students and exploring what makes video effective.

Expectations
Everything you experience in the escape room will be available for editing and taking away with you. We encourage you to solve this escape room on your own or with your breakout room teammates! This puzzle is close to the 45 minute mark minimum for completion, so it's ok if you don't finish it in this session!
Instructions
Check out the link in chat to enter the escape room. We've prepared a video example you could recreate if you were to teach this asynchronously.

Tips
Every object should have a hint of some kind, either built in to the Google Site or within the clue itself. Clues and solutions are all self-contained to a maximum of two rooms each, and no clue has multiple uses! Once you’ve solved it, it’s done!

There are medical box icons in the escape room that you can use if you feel frustrated by the puzzle, and want to see how to get the answer. Use them as a last resort!

Chris and Kory will be moving around or can come by and give a live hint if needed, just message us or raise your hand.

A message will go out when there are 5 minutes left before we reconvene!
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Questions? Comments?
Breakdown of the idea behind the escape room, questions, comments, your feedback is super appreciated!

Feedback

Please evaluate our session! Win big prizes! 😊

1) Navigate to the specific session to evaluate
2) Select “Evaluate Session” on session details screen
3) Complete session evaluation

Each session evaluation completed (one per session) = one contest entry for **Five (5) $25 gift cards**!